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The air cooled fluid cooler is basically an extension design of an air cooled
condenser on the roof or ground. A unit with a coil (usually laying flat) with prop
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fans above it. In an air cooled condenser applica on, the coil is removing the
Coil Selec on Program total heat of rejec on required to have an A/C or refrigera on system to work
properly. In a fluid cooler applica on, the coil handles either water or a glycol &
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water mixture to remove the heat from another source.
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There are two major applica ons of air cooled fluid coolers and they are the
removal of heat from a source that has a desired leaving fluid temperature at
least five degrees above the ambient temperature required during
opera on. (Example: Cool 150 GPM of water and 30% propylene glycol from
110 degrees F to 100 degrees F when the ambient air outside will reach as high as
95 degrees F.)
The other applica on is called "free cooling" which is decep ve because it should
be known as "reduced expense cooling". This is all about using cold ambient air
during winter, spring and fall to reduce the cost of the cooling fluid. In other
words, lets say that you have a process and you need to run a compressor‐chiller
to cool water for this process. If the outdoor ambient temperature falls below
the required leaving fluid temperature by five degrees, then you can shut oﬀ the
chiller, and thus, divert the water (glycol) to an air cooled fluid cooler and cool
the process water this way. (Example: Cool 150 GPM of water from 55 to 45 deg.
F using a chiller) When the ambient air in winter is as low as 40 deg. F, then the
chiller can be shut down and water diverted up to the fluid cooler for
cooling. The opera onal costs usually are 75% lower and the payback is usually in
2‐3 years on average.
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Units need to be constructed of heavy structural galvanized steel and can also be fabricated in all aluminum.
Aluminum is used for certain environments and can reduce the overall weight of the unit as well. Most units
have 30” or less diameter and direct drive with a maximum of 1140 RPM for noise control.
Most units require fan cycling with aquastat that allows for reduced load or lower ambient air opera on.
Any unit is designed for the closest ambient air temperature to the desired leaving fluid temperature. When
the ambient air falls in temperature (further away from desired leaving fluid temp.) then the unit needs to
be able to operate by fan cycling (fans shu ng oﬀ un l the required leaving fluid temp. is obtained).

Other accessories that are normally required are as follows:
 Mounted fused or non‐fused disconnect switch
 Motor fusing
 Control Circuit Toggle Switches
 Upgrade in coils construc on including heavier tube wall, fin thickness, or stainless steel casings
 Epoxy coa ng on coils or en re unit if in salt laden or industrial atmosphere
 Units with horizontal discharge or extended legs

Fluid Coolers have a usage in the removal of heat for many systems needing this type of unit vs. a cooling
tower or for reduced opera onal cost. It is important that the specifying source and manufacturer design
units meet the maximum condi ons place in controls for reduced loads and builds the units to last in the
environments.
________________________________________________________________________________________
Coil Company’s Free HVAC Coil SelecƟon Program

Coil Company has developed a new product that is a state of the art HVAC coil selec on program. The
program calculates performance on exis ng coils as well as makes selec ons on the most eﬃcient coils for
your job. It oﬀers the lowest pressure drop along with the lowest cost to fill your job requirements quickly
and at the lowest possible cost. This program is the best in the industry and it is absolutely free.

